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Abstract - Individual-based models are used in a variety of scientific domains to study systems composed of multiple agents that interact
with one another and lead to complex emergent dynamics at the macroscale. A standard approach in the analysis of these systems is
to specify the microscale interaction rules in a simulation model, run simulations, and then qualitatively compare outputs to empirical
observations. Recently, more robust methods for inference for these types of models have been introduced, notably approximate Bayesian
computation, however major challenges remain due to the computational cost of simulations and the nonlinear nature of many complex
systems. Here, we compare twomethods of approximate inference in a classic individual-basedmodel of group dynamics with well-studied
nonlinear macroscale behaviour; we employ a Gaussian process accelerated ABC method with an approximated likelihood and with a
synthetic likelihood. We compare the accuracy of results when re-inferring parameters using a measure of macro-scale disorder (the
order parameter) as a summary statistic. Our findings reveal that for a canonical simple model of animal collective movement, parameter
inference is accurate and computationally efficient, even when the model is poised at the critical transition between order and disorder.
Keywords: Bayesian inference, Gaussian processes, collectivemovement, emergent phenomena, statistical emulation, individual-
based modelling.
1. Introduction
Current approaches for inferring the properties of complex interacting systems often either fit models at the macroscale
via continuum approximations to the underlying dynamics [1–3], or fit to the fine-scale dynamics [4,5] and then qualitatively
compare with observed large-scale phenomena through individual-based simulation [6–9]. The first approach requires
simplifying approximations when transitioning from a high-dimensional microscale system to a low dimensional macroscale
model, while the second approach sacrifices formal uncertainty quantification. An alternate approach is to integrate inference
with the simulation algorithm [10], however, running individual-based simulations of large populations over long time periods,
such as a migratory season for an animal movement model, becomes very computationally expensive and this is exasperated
by models that display sharp transitions in behavioural states due to small changes in parameter values. Here, we investigate
the performance of an accelerated inference method based on Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) using Gaussian
processes and apply it to a model of collective animal movement.
ApproximateBayesian computation (ABC) is typically used for inference ofmodel parameters, but this can quickly become
computationally expensive with increasing model complexity, number of parameters and individuals, and time-frames. The
performance of simulated runs compared to the data (or simulated ‘data’ to check the re-inference accuracy and certainty,
in this case) is compared via summary statistic(s) which project the model output onto a lower dimension. The distance ,휌,
of the summary statistic for the model run with proposed parameters 휓∗ to the summary statistic from the data with target
parameters 휓 is then compared to a tolerance level, 푇 , and accepted if suitably close, i.e. 휌 = |푆(휓) − 푆(휓∗)| < 푇 , where 푆(·)
is the projection of the data/model output onto a summary statistics. ABC proposes many 휓∗ and sums up the acceptances
to give an approximated posterior distribution. It is possible to accelerate this method by using sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC)-ABC [11,12], where rounds of ABC are performed sequentially, updating the prior of the parameters and reducing the
tolerance for accepting. This allows a brief scan of the initial prior space, which may be uniform or even unbounded, before
fine-tuning the range and weighting of proposed 휓∗ in later rounds.
Gaussian processes (GP) are a powerful and flexible inference tool [13] that can be also used to accelerate the ABC
process [14] by emulating the likelihood to reduce the number of forward simulations required (in this case, the individual-
based model (IBM)). The GP-ABC method requires an acceptance kernel, which can be modified from the traditional
accept/reject threshold in ABC, in order to approximate an initial likelihood function over a small number of points, which
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Fig. 1: a) Snapshot of the modelled particles (arrows indicating direction of travel) in 2D with noise 𝜂 = 0.5, b) particles with 𝜂 = 2.0, c)
order parameter and standard deviation as a function of noise level, calculated over 푀 = 50 repeats. We see the order of the particles
decreases with increasing noise from an ordered state with order parameter close to 1, to a disordered state with order parameter close to
0.
then inform the emulator. The likelihood is only approximate as we have a stochastic system here. We investigate taking a
Gaussian acceptance kernel to approximate the likelihood, and we compare this method to calculating the Gaussian synthetic
likelihood function [15]. Both approximate likelihood approaches are accelerated using Gaussian process acceleration and
sequential history matching [16] to efficiently rule out regions of parameter space.
2. The Vicsek Model
In this example, we will use the well-known Vicsek model [17] as the forward IBM we want to infer parameters for.
The model contains particles that align to neighbours within a given radius, 푙푟 , with the position of an individual, 푟푖 , and its
orientation, 휙푖 , given by:
휙푖 (푡 + 1) = 〈휙 푗〉 |푟푖−푟 푗 |<푙푟 + Δ휙푖 , (1)






where Δ휙푖 is a uniform random number drawn from the interval [−𝜂, 𝜂] and is the noise applied to each individual, 푖, while
푣 is the constant speed of each particle. The system is governed by only two parameters; the density of particles (which is
interchangeable with the interaction radius, 푙푟 ) and the amplitude of the noise, 𝜂. In a classic study of collective movement,
Vicsek et al. [17] showed that this simple model displayed a phase transition between a disordered state, characterised by an
average velocity of the individuals close to zero, and an ordered state in which the average velocity is close to 푣. This transition
occurs as the noise parameter 𝜂 and effective density of the particles is varied. Examples of this behaviour for 1000 particles
are shown in Fig. 1.
For likelihood-free inference methods, we project the state of the system at the macro scale onto at least one summary
statistic, which is used to compare the output of the model at the proposed parameters 휓∗ to the data. For inference of the










Fig. 2: Likelihood vs the noise parameter 𝜂 for three GP-ABC waves, with simulated plausible (red) and implausible (blue) Sobol points
shown, and the ’data’ value 𝜂 = 2.2 represented by the black line. Only the plausible regions are passed to the next wave, so note the
change in 푥-axis. For each wave, another 20 Sobol points are added to the collection of plausible points, and the forward model is
simulated at those points, with 푀 =20 repeats. (a-c) are GP-ABC waves using the approximate likelihood, (d-f) are GP-ABC waves
using the synthetic likelihood.
where v푖 is [푣 cos 휙, 푣 sin 휙], i.e. the observable state of individual 푖. The order parameter is equal to 1 for a fully-ordered
system and 0 for a disordered system. Fig.1 shows the system in a) an ordered state with low 𝜂 and b) the system in a disordered
state with high 𝜂, with c) showing the order parameter after an initial burn-in phase, averaged over multiple repeats. We
can see that the order parameter is a good candidate for a summary statistic within the given range shown in Fig.1(c) for the
Vicsek model. Summary statistics are model dependent, but for collective animal movement models, candidates can include
the degree of alignment [8], the nearest-neighbour distance [18], alignment and angular velocity [19], or position and velocity
of the group centroid [20].
3. GP-ABC Method
Accelerated ABC methods reduce the number of microscale simulations required by replacing the approximation of the
posterior with an emulation of the unknown likelihood function, assuming continuity and smoothness across small changes in
the parameter space. Many simulators and acceptance kernels [14] may be chosen and, in this paper, we will use a Gaussian
process-accelerated ABC (GP-ABC). The GP-ABC process occurs in sequential rounds, allowing a brief exploration of the
parameter space before refining.
Initially, 푁 points are sampled across the parameter space in a Sobol sequence to efficiently sample with a space-filling
design. This first set of parameters make up 휖1 the first ensemble of Sobol points in the training set, and this ensemble is
passed into the first wave of GP-ABC, where the microscale model is simulated for the chosen parameters, the summary
statistic(s) are calculated and then the approximate log likelihood model is constructed. During this phase, we must choose a
likelihood model, which will be discussed below. The implausibility of the points in parameter space is determined through
the implausibility criterion:
푚 + 3휎 < max




Fig. 3: Comparison of posterior distributions for the GP-ABC (top) with the synthetic likelihood (bottom) for three values of 𝜂 used for
the ‘data’ model. The true data parameter is indicated by the solid line.
where 푚 and 휎2 represent the mean and the variance of the prediction of the modelled likelihood, 푙 (휓), respectively, and 푇
is a chosen threshold, which, in this case, we keep constant throughout GP-ABC rounds, as the decreasing GP uncertainty in
sequential rounds will rule out further regions of the parameter space. For each GP-ABC round, we generate Sobol points,
testing the implausibility using the mean and covariance function from the previous round, until we have collected a further
푁 plausible points. This set of plausible Sobol points is then added to the surviving set from the previous round to make the
next ensemble of points, 휖푖 for round 푖, and these are then used to construct the next GP model. From this GP model, we
then update the mean and covariance in Eq.4, which is used to rule out any implausible points in the ensemble, as well as
assessing new points for the next GP-ABC round. It is important to use the full ensemble of points from the entire sequence of
GP rounds, as later rounds only consider regions deemed plausible by previous rounds, and therefore do not aid in prediction
outside of these regions.
An advantage of the GP-ABCmethod is it’s parallelizability and we use TensorFlow to run the repeats at each Sobol point
in parallel. For the results below, we use the RBF kernel [21] for the GP model, with a small additional white noise kernel, to
represent any measurement uncertainty.
3.1. Likelihood Selection
3.1.1. Approximate Likelihood
The GP-ABC likelihood function [14] 휋ˆ𝐺푃−퐴퐵퐶 (푆(퐷) |휓) =
∫
휋(푆(퐷) |푋)휋(푋 |휓)푑푋 can be approximated by the
unbiased Monte Carlo sum:





where 휋(푆(퐷) |푋푖) is an acceptance kernel, 푆(퐷) is the projection of the true data onto a summary statistic, and 푋푖 are




Fig. 4: Approximate loglikelihood(𝜂,푙푟 ) for a true data value of 𝜂 = 1.2 and 푙푟 = 0.1 (black cross), Sobol points shown, red indicating the
points deemed plausible. Waves are generated through the sequential history matching method, using the Gaussian acceptance kernel to
generate the likelihood (a-c) and the synthetic likelihood (d-f) with one summary statistic, the order parameter.
reject/accept step of the standard ABC algorithm, i.e. 휋(푆(퐷) |푋푖) ∝ I휌(퐷,푋 ) ≤휖 , where 휖 is the threshold for acceptance, can
be replaced by an alternative choice. Here, we will use a Gaussian acceptance kernel with N(0, 푇), where the tolerance 푇 is
taken to be the standard deviation of the simulation repeats at the ‘data’ point. This gives an approximation to the likelihood
which will be fed into the GP emulator.
3.1.2. Synthetic Likelihood
Alternatively, we can consider the Gaussian synthetic likelihood,
휋ˆ푠푦푛 (푆(퐷) |휓) = N(푆(퐷); 휇ˆ휓, Σˆ휓), (6)
where 휇ˆ휓 and Σˆ휓 are the mean and covariance of 푆(푋) estimated from 푀 simulator evaluations at 휓, and N is a Gaussian
density function.
Here, we will compare the performance of the approximate likelihood in Eqn.(5) when passed through GP-ABC waves,
and the synthetic likelihood in Eqn. (6), also passed through GP-ABC waves, with the same total number of forward
simulations of the model. For each method, we construct a model of the approximate/synthetic loglikelihood and pass this,
and the uncertainty, into an MCMC-MH sampler. The loglikelihood model takes into account all waves from the GP-ABC,
using the most-refined wave where possible. Any points deemed implausible are assigned a value of minus infinity so that they
are rejected by the MCMC sampler and prevented from visiting implausible regions. We use a random realization, rather than
the GP mean, to account for the error in the likelihood prediction, as it is only approximate for a stochastic model. Here, we
compare the results of this final step for both of the tested methods and assess the accuracy whilst keeping the computational




For the simple case of inferring one parameter, with a unimodal dependence of summary statistic on the inference
parameter, both methods performed well by approximating the true data value, with low uncertainty. In Fig.2, we show the
approximate loglikelihood through three waves of GP-ABC, using the approximate likelihood (a-c) and the synthetic likelihood
(d-f). The synthetic likelihood method is quick to dismiss a large range of implausible values but does result in a slight off-set
from the true data value, due to the inherent bias. Fig.3 shows the MCMC-MH posteriors after 20000MCMC steps, calculated
after three waves of GP-ABC for three different true data values, for the approximate likelihood method (top row) and the
synthetic likelihood (bottom row). We note a slight advantage for the approximate likelihood method in terms of accuracy, but
with a larger uncertainty. Both methods were computationally more efficient than running the same number of MCMC-MH
steps with the forward model, as we have greatly reduced the number of simulations required [GPABC: 20 Sobol points x 20
repeats x 3 waves = 1200 simulations, compared to forward model and MCMC-MH: 20000 simulations] and can benefit from
the parallelisation. The computational savings become more pronounced with increasing model complexity.




0.6 0.015 / 1.000 / 8345 0.037 / 1.000 /
11640
1.4 0.031 / 1.000 / 2286 0.016 / 1.000 / 4477
2.2 0.076/ 1.001 / 628 0.019 / 1.001 / 1277
Table 1: MCMC convergence diagnostics after 20000 steps: The magnitude of the final Geweke chain value / Gelmen-Ruben diagnostic
criterion / effective sample size for three ‘data’ values for the two likelihood approaches, show to 3 decimal places.
The MCMC chains used to construct Fig.3 are tested for convergence using the Geweke diagnostic, which takes the first
10% of the chain and performs a 𝑧 test to compare to segments in the latter 50% of the chain. We show the last value from
each chain in the first part of each cell in Table. 1 for the respective conditions, values between -2 and 2 show convergence.
The latter part represents the Gelmen-Rubin diagnostic, which compares chains of MCMC with different starting conditions,
and if the diagnostic is sufficiently close to 1, say below, 1.1, then the burn-in phase chosen is long enough to have allowed
sufficient mixing. The burn-in phase used for all MCMC-MH results presented here is 1000 steps, out of a total 20000 steps.
Both methods sufficiently converge for the tested parameters.
4.2. 2D Inference
Multiple parameters can be inferred simultaneously using either method presented here, or more traditional methods, such
as SMC-ABC. Here, we investigate changing the noise, 𝜂, alongside the radius of interaction, 푙푟 . Fig.4 shows the approximate
loglikelihood through three waves of GP-ABC using the Gaussian acceptance kernel likelihood method and the synthetic
likelihood method. Both methods arrive at approximate loglikelihoods focused around the true data value but would benefit
from an additional summary statistic. In Fig.5(a), the order parameter summary statistic is shown, and we see the GP-ABC
waves follow the available gradient towards the true value. Further summary statistics could be added to enhance the inference,
but here we perform MCMC with the one summary statistic to reach the posteriors shown in Fig.5(b-c) for the two likelihood
methods. The peaks do focus towards the true parameter values, but don’t distinguish them fully due to 𝜂 and 푙푟 having a
similar effect along the contour.
5. Conclusion
Inference of the underlying dynamics of complex systems from coarse observables is a fundamental challenge that spans
multiple scientific domains. Approximate inference methods can be very beneficial for the study of these systems as the
provide a principled way to link simulation models with empirical data. A major challenge for these approaches is coping
with the complex emergent dynamics of interacting systems within reasonable computational limits. In this work we have
shown how Gaussian processes can be used to accelerate approximate inference in complex systems. By taking advantage of
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Fig. 5: a) The order parameter as a function of 𝜂 and 푙푟 , b) the MCMC posterior after three waves of GP-ABC using the Gaussian
acceptance kernel likelihood, c) the MCMC posterior after three waves of GP-ABC using the synthetic likelihood.
the smoothness of the approximate likelihood surface and employing sequential history matching, our approach allows us to
focus on plausible regions of parameter space and sample from the posterior without running expensive forward simulations at
each step. By allowing the macroscale behaviour, which could depend on multiple parameters, to be condensed,via summary
statistics, to an approximate likelihood function, we can infer parameters efficiently even when the system is poised at a critical
transition between order and disorder.
After comparing two approximations to the likelihood, we note that the method proposed in [14] leads to accurate results
in both 1 and 2 dimensional parameter spaces. Using the synthetic likelihood proposed in [15] within the GP-accelerated
framework of [14] introduced some bias, and this is unsurprising as the method is based on a Gaussian approximation to the
likelihood which is unlikely to hold given the nonlinear relationship between the microscale parameters and the summary
statistic. However, further work is required to formally quantify the degree of bias and its dependence on the dimensionality
of the parameter space.
The accelerated methods we employed were more computationally efficient than typical ABC methods, such as SMC-
ABC, as the number of sample points in parameter space required for good results is much smaller, and the repeat simulations
for each point can be parallelized. In a naive comparison of forward simulation evaluations, 1200 and 4800 [80 Sobol points
x 20 repeats x 3 waves] forward simulations were performed for the 1 and 2 dimensional parameter inference respectively,
and then 20000 MCMC steps were taken in both cases. Hence, using an approach that required a forward simulation at each
MCMC step would require two orders of magnitude more forward simulations. With more complex models over longer time
periods, with large numbers of individuals,such as modelling migratory populations, it becomes crucial to reduce the number
of forward simulations required, and here,the emulation offered by methods such as Gaussian processes can be well utilised.
A more thorough investigation into method comparisons in higher-dimensional inference will follow.
We note that our summary statistic is unable to distinguish between regions of the parameter space that in combination
result in equivalent macroscale dynamics (see Fig 5a). Additional summary statistics could be used with consideration of
weighting [22,23] in these cases and will likely be essential for more complex models. Further, a promising avenue for future
research is to integrate approximate inference based on coarse observables, such as undertaken here, with fine-scale inference
of microscale interactions. In combination, multiscale inference of this form will be able to distinguish between regions of
parameter space that are equivalent at the macroscale but are driven by different individual-level interactions.
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